Living Lexicon for the Environmental Humanities: Roots

“Zipping up my boots, going back to my roots
To the place of my birth, back down to earth”.

Lamont Dozier’s song\(^1\) celebrating being "homeward bound” towards Yoruba ancestry, was released the same year as the TV adaptation of Alex Haley’s *Roots*, another story tracing African-American heritage. Metaphors of human rootedness reach way beyond and before 1977 USA, often being used to visualise diaspora.\(^2\) Roots are perhaps the most familiar way to convey belonging - human connections to place.\(^3\) Bell hooks describes regaining connection to Black history and community by returning to her Kentucky roots because for her, just as roots feed plants, place nourishes people.\(^4\) Histories and survival of peoples and plants are so closely intertwined,\(^5\) it is perhaps not surprising that we understand ourselves through botanic metaphors.\(^6\)

Changing relationships to place are revealed through following people’s interactions with plants because flora is materially changed by spatial politics, particularly when groups enrol plants to contest belonging: trees planted in Palestine-Israel physically and metaphorically stake territorial claims.\(^7\) Plantscapes were ransacked by colonisation as people and plants were forcibly uprooted from their land. Re-planting significant species offers both practical and symbolic counter action, re-rooting people and plant in place.\(^8\) Using particular plants in particular ways - for food or craft perhaps -
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can celebrate communities’ place-based traditions. Where such practices have waned, their rediscovery might be understood as re-rooting to “culture and Country”. These examples should not suggest anything inevitable about how communities relate to plants or place, or that tending plants always entails positive connections to local or global ecology. Rather, they illustrate how plants are often enrolled as people shape and understand relationships to place and other peoples.

Geographers, anthropologists and others have spent many words interrogating place-people connections, but metaphors of roots, soils and territory are perhaps so commonsense they pass under-interrogated. Here I turn attention to the plant side of these metaphors because considering what roots are and do invites re-imaginings of human rootedness. I show that dismissing roots as inappropriate metaphor for human relationships to place is founded in misunderstandings or ignorance of plants and their roots. By attending to the nature of plant roots it becomes clear they can symbolise multiple complex modes of human-place relationships.

Rootedness was typically interpreted as fixed connection to a single location to the exclusion of others, associated with phenomenological understandings of place as source of human security and stability. For geographer Dooreen Massey, being rooted like this is “too little open to the externally relational,” implying places and belonging barely change. In contrast, relational versions of place like Massey’s render it fluid and open, not associated with one neatly bound ‘authentic’ community. Such places are seemingly not easily attached to through root-like connections. Malkki argued that botanical language falsely naturalises links between people and place, celebrating a territorial rootedness which is neither inevitable nor desirable in a world of
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displacement and mobility. Refugees she researched in Tanzania had more fluid, multiple understandings of spatial identity than typically conveyed by rootedness or authentic cultural roots.

Even in a highly mobile world, places matter; people can belong to somewhere dynamic. Alternative metaphors have therefore been sought, suiting more mobile, partial and overlapping place attachments. With serendipitous homophony, routes convey a sense of belonging complementary to and contrasting that of roots; bonds lived in motion or across distance, befitting cosmopolitan lives of mixed communities and complex identities. Refugee and migrant populations demonstrate belonging as an achievement or process shaped through practice rather than inevitably inherited. This more dynamic kind of place relation has been described as rhizomatic, conveying home-making as a process of territorialisation open to change and transplantation. I have neither space nor will to delve into why Deleuze and Guttari celebrated rhizomes over roots, but suggest they neglected parallels between the two, perhaps demonstrating lack of curiosity about plants. In the plant world both travel laterally, groping beneath the surface towards nutrients. Rhizomes can generate roots, both can be the source of new plants, either can anchor a plant in place. They in fact share many of the qualities celebrated in rhizomes.

Newer metaphors for human-place relationships have been sought to convey characteristics of motion, dynamism and multiplicity, in the assumption that rooted plants cannot represent these. This misconstrues plant rootedness in two ways: firstly how plants relate to place, secondly how roots themselves live. Rootedness is typically taken to convey fixity, hence enduring connections to just one place which lend stability to human life. For plants this is not how it is: “even as they are rooted, plants move”. Pea-plant tendrils reach out in search of support then twirl around it;
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seedlings rotate on their axis through the daily cycle; pollen and seeds are flung or carried far from the plant-parent; Egyptian walking onions perambulate. Roots themselves move, growing through the soil towards water and nutrients. For plants, rootedness does not equal immobility because they have diverse ways to move and thrive. Human chauvinism has blinded us to planty forms of motion. By knowing plants on their own terms, we see they are more like humans than traditionally thought. If plants are sessile yet mobile then rooted humans also move, change and connect to many places simultaneously.

The second reimagining of rootedness comes through examining the characteristics and functions of plant roots. Roots are plants’ lower parts, usually but not always underground, serving functions of anchoring, absorbing nutrients and producing hormones. Beyond this comes huge diversity, with roots specialising in different functions to enable division of labour between, for example, carbohydrate storage and reproduction. Some roots are temporary, others permanent; a single plant can have millions of root tips. Anyone who has weeded a garden will know root systems vary hugely:

“Some roots spread horizontally in the topsoil, others grow downward 30m or more. Certain plants have much more root mass than shoot mass, whereas some large globular cacti have only a few scrawny, threadlike roots.”

If plants are rooted in multiple ways, rootedness encapsulates diversity of depth, extent, function and form befitting complex human belonging.

Students instructed by Kimmerer to gather spruce roots for basket making will also tell you that - contra Gibas - rootedness does not mean being bounded or self-contained. They follow spruce roots across the forest floor, uncovering map like systems of different plant roots criss-crossing and connecting, traversing rotten logs, spreading considerable distances. This sharing of physical
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space involves complex relationships between organisms, including the well-known symbiosis with microbes which stimulate root nodule formation, enabling plants to fix nitrogen.\[^{36}\] By forging through the ground roots make space for air to circulate, creating the conditions for other organisms to thrive.\[^{37}\] This is also the zone of communication between plants and to other organisms: roots exude hormones and other compounds which signal presence of a threat or nutrient.\[^{38}\] These induce useful responses to defend against attack or grow away from competitors, hence the root system is characterised as the centre of the plant nervous system or intelligence.\[^{39}\] These responses are highly complex as each root tip must act in light of numerous others, and of the plant’s overall needs - a form of distributed intelligence.\[^{40}\] Rootedness enables communication and cooperation, allowing plants to thrive amongst their neighbours whilst shaping the environment.

To understand roots, lets follow Natasha Myers’ suggestion to feel like a plant:

“Now drop down into your roots. Extend yourself into the cool, moist earth.
Feel your strength as a downward thrust that inspires an upward lift…
Find one of your root tips. Taste the wet, metallic soil…
Propel yourself towards the source…
Push yourself up against the soil; grow through minute crevices between crumbling pieces of earth…
Now multiply this sensation…
You have become one giant nerve cell merging with soil…
Feel the energetic thrill of connection. How far can you extend your awareness? Run with it, in every direction.”\[^{41}\]

So roots are active and vital, far from simple, not natural opposites to either routes or rhizomes. Rooty metaphors informed by knowledge of plant worlds suit spatial relationships of diaspora, multiple homelands or none. If we want to draw on roots’ being for metaphors of human relationships to place there are many threads to follow: nourishment, symbiosis, communication, co-emergence. Roots need not be what we go ‘back to’, or convey reactionary forms of belonging which favour past times and places with one ‘authentic’ spatial identity. Plant roots suggest potential to move forward and become. Roots are in motion and move others so being rooted does
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not mean binding to the spot, more a dynamic relationship to place, reaching towards others and
moving together in continual exchanges. Beyond suggesting more diverse and accurate metaphors
for human belonging, learning from plants shows how we might use rootedness to nourish care for
the world.\footnote{hooks, Belonging.} A more vegetal perspective shows how plant roots enable co-emergence within multi-
species communities where each depends on, so must care for others.\footnote{Gibson and Gagliano, Feminist Plant.} So in pursuit of care, we go
\textit{forwards} to our roots.
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